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CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD COMPARISON

EXISTING CONDITION

NEW CENTER HUNG
(WITHIN EXISTING FOOTPRINT)
CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD BASE OPTION

ILLUMINATED VENUE ID
CHANNEL LETTERS (x4)

NEW 8.9'x12.4' LED PRIMARY SCREENS (x4)

NEW BEVELED LED VIDEO RING (2'6" TALL)

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL CORNER LOGO (x4)

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL UNDERBELLY LOGO (x1)

NEW 8.9'x12.4' LED PRIMARY SCREENS (x4)

NEW BEVELED LED VIDEO RING (2'6" TALL)

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL CORNER LOGO (x4)

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL UNDERBELLY LOGO (x1)

3'-9"
1'-10"
2'-3"
2'-7"
9'-11"
20'-0"
CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD INNER SHROUD DETAIL

ALUMINUM FRAME FOR SHROUD; CONCEALS ALL INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND HOIST EQUIPMENT

DURAFLEX 13oz. REFLECTIVE FLEX-FACE DOUBLE STRIKE SOLVENT PRINTED

SAMPLE OF PRINTED "SNAKESKIN" GRAPHIC

ALUMINUM TUBE FRAME WITH 3MM ACM CLADDING; PREFINISH TO MATCH PMS 877 SILVER

CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD RFP DRAWINGS
CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD UNDERBELLY LOGO DETAIL

BACKGROUND ACM PANELING
FINISH MATCHES PMS 877 SILVER

2ND SURFACE CAST
GREEN TRANS. VINYL
MATCH PMS #348

CLEAR LEXAN FACE;
2ND SURFACE WHITE,
1” WHITE TRIMCAP
RETAINER

1” BLACK PRECISION
BOARD OUTLINE FIT TO PERIMETER
OF CHANNEL LOGO

2ND SURFACE CAST
ORANGE TRANS. VINYL
MATCH PMS #151

CLEAR LEXAN FACES/2ND SURFACE
CAST TRANSLUCENT VINYLS

POWER SUPPLY REMOTE LOCATED

12V LED EMITTERS
72K WHITE @150% POPULATION

PRECISION BOARD OUTLINE

.O040 RETURNS/.063 ALUMINUM BACKS
1” TRIM CAPS

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LOGO
CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD HEADER LOGOTYPE DETAIL

3" WHITE CHANNEL COIL LETTERS;
1" WHITE TRIMCAP RETAINERS;
CLEAR LEXAN FACES WITH 2ND SURFACE CAST WHITE VINYL

5'-1"
4'-8"
3"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
CENTER HUNG SCOREBOARD CORNER LOGO DETAIL (x4)

TRANSLUCENT ORANGE VINYL MATCH PMS #151

GLOSS BLACK ENAMEL ALUMINUM LOGO SHAPE

3'-9"

ATTACHMENT TO SHROUD FRAME TBD; MUST BE CONCEALED. INTENDED TO SIT PROUD OF FRAME MINIMUM OF 6" AT TIGHTEST POINT

TRANSLUCENT GREEN VINYL MATCH PMS #348

VENDOR TO CO-ORDINATE FABRICATION OF THIS SECTION WITH AJP DESIGN

11"

12V 72K WHITE LED EMITTERS

2'-11"

5"

POWER SUPPLY REMOTE LOCATED

SCHOOL LOGO SHAPE

CONCEALED FASTENERS THROUGHOUT.

1/4" CLEAR ACRYLIC ROUTED FACE INFILL FLUSH TO FACE 1ST SURFACE APPLIED TRANSLUCENT VINYL, 2ND SURFACE DIFFUSER AS REQUIRED
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**COURTSIDE TABLE (20’ - 2x 10’ SEGMENTS)**

- 10MM RGB LED - 2.3’x10’ LIVE AREA
- APPROVED PADDING ON EDGES
- COLLAPSABLE FOR RELOCATION AND STORAGE
- SOLID TABLETOP WITH 110V AND DATA CONNECTIONS

**POWER REQUIREMENTS:**

- 1x 20a 120V 1-phase
- 2x 30a 208v 3-phase

---

**TYPICAL TABLE PROFILE - NTS**
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